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The first anemometer was developed in 1450 by Leon Battista Alberti. Several times the design of this device has been improved, however there is no change in their basic principles. Currently, there are different types of anemometers available based on requirements. This is a meteorological tool used to form an
important part of the home weather station. The fundamental design of this tool does not change from the beginning. Consequently, applications of these devices range from home weather stations to specialized systems used through national meteorological agencies. This article discusses what an anemometer is and
its work with types. What is an anemometer? The meteorological device used to measure wind speed and its pressure is known as an anemometer. These tools are important tools used for meteorologists to study weather patterns. These devices are used by physicists when studying air movements. The anemometer
scheme is shown below. Anemometer-like anemometer type includes cups that connect to weapons horizontally. These hands are attached to the rod, which is in an upright position. When the breeze blows, the cups in the anemometer turn so that the rod turns around. As soon as the wind blows very quickly, the rod
rotates quickly. This tool calculates the number of revolutions to calculate wind speed. Since wind/wind speeds are not reliable, wind speeds can usually be on average for a smaller period. The principle of operation of the anemometer is that the airflow will cool the heated object, because the cooling speed can be
determined by the speed of air flow. Thin wire, which is electrically heated, can be located within the air flow. As soon as the airflow increases, the wire cools down. What is the purpose of the anemometer? There are various production companies around the world offering various anemometer tools to calculate wind
speed and air flow in areas such as marine, HVAC, wind power, construction, etc. in addition, for air or wind speeds, there are different types of anemometers that are used for multifunctional like humidity and temperature. Depending on the type, they also have a data record or data logging feature to take up dimensions
long term in a specific period. Types of AnemometerAnemometers are classified into different types based on wind speed measurement as well as wind pressure. They are the Anemometer Cup, which has a kind of anemometer, involving four hemispheric cups. They are located on horizontal hands on one side at
equivalent angles above the shaft. Here the shaft is in an upright position. Based on the position of the cup, only the air will flow horizontally so that the cups turn around. So that it was comparable to wind speed. By measuring the rotation of cups over a certain period, you can find a normal wind speed. These devices are
used educational institutions, researchers, researchers, and research objectives. Hotwire AnemometerThen kind of anemometer includes a thin wire that heats up to a fixed temperature, but somewhat more than the temperature of the atmosphere. When the air flows quickly, the wire cools down. The connection between
the wire resistance as well as wind speed should be obtained to assess the speed. But most of the resistance of the metal depends on the temperature of the metal. They are used in HVAC, etc. Ultrasonic AnemometerThen type of tool includes four sensors that are placed n square model. Pressure tube
AnemometerThen kind of device is also known as windmill. This device is used to provide wind direction as well as wind speed. These devices are mainly used in the airport region. Windmill AnemometerThis kind of anemometer is one type of mechanical device and it is the same as a conventional windmill. This device is
used to measure wind speed. It includes a rotation axis that runs parallel to the wind direction. It consists of an aero-zayma because the wind direction is not stable to help the axis change direction. The aerovan includes a tail and propeller to get accurate wind speed &amp;; measurement of direction. The AnemometerA
laser doppler light beam can be used and which is further divided into two rays. Speed can be solved by measuring the amount of light. Once the light beam enters the anemometer, it will be reflected through leaking air particles. These devices are used in river hydrology and high-tech jet engines. Sonic anemometerThe
wind can be obtained with the help of sound waves, which are made to flow throughout the sensor. These devices are used in scientific wind turbines and aircraft. AdvantagesYv advantages of an anemometer include the following. Using precisionLow energyThon this device you can calculate the speed, speed, direction
and pressure of the wind. They are available in different sizes and shapes. It provides specific measurements with less power consumption. DisadvantagesIt is unlike an anemometer include the following. Distortion of the toolUsing strong winds, the device may be damaged. Therefore, when installing the device, you
must enter protection. ApplicationFamous anemometer include the following. The anemometer is used to calculate the entire speed of the value, the speed component in a particular direction otherwise the speed of the value on the flat plane. These devices are used in all weather stations, which range from the frigid
Arctic to humid equatorial areas. Wind speeds will help point to changing weather patterns such as approaching storms as it is important for engineers, climatologists and pilots. These devices are used to measure wind pressure and flow. It can also be used to measure wind directionTher devices are used by users of the
RC aircraft and drone to check weather conditions before testing their instrumentsThin the devices used by pilots, as well as long-range shootersSkydivers are also used to calculate wind speedUser used in aerodynamics to measure air speedThem, it's all about inspecting the anemometer. Most handheld devices are
waterproof, and other types are used to access different wind speed units. Digital-type anemometers include wind meters, and they are connected to a smartphone using Bluetooth. Currently, these tools have different uses used in weather stations to measure wind speeds, so this indicates a change within weather



patterns for meteorologists such as storms, tornadoes and hurricanes. To study air movement, this information can be significant for pilots, climatologists, physicists and engineers. Here's the question to you, what is the anemometer feature? While something of an awkward word, the anemometer refers to a simple but
surprisingly versatile tool to be found in the world's most reliable weather stations. Translation from Greek is simple: anem- is the root wind and meter, which means (in general terms, not as quantity) measure. When you think of the very word weather, if you don't live in outer space, one of the first words or sensory
images that comes to mind is almost certainly wind, a phenomenon that can cause catastrophic damage but remains a cherished part of everyone's almost life experiences if one is to trust poetry and literature that explores the reach of the phenomenon. For safety reasons, recreational planning and sheer curiosity,
knowing the speed of the weather at any time - or at least in the direction in which it's blowing, if for some reason you can't go outside to discover it with your own feelings - in your area, or in the place in which you intend to travel soon, really useful information. Many different types of anemometer are available for this
purpose, some of which rely on particularly clever methods of indirect wind speed measurement. The young child said that the Earth is spinning at 1,000 miles per hour at its equator, and at about 800 miles per hour at a latitude of 40 degrees (about where most of the U.S. population is in the center), might suggest that
the wind comes from simply whipping around the facility at a seemingly impossible rate. While this makes intuitive sense, the real picture is considerably more complex, but also offers valuable learning points about weather phenomena associated with but independent of the wind itself. The sun is the ultimate source of
energy for a large many processes on Earth, and wind is no exception. The wind is mainly from different parts of the Earth's surface, absorbing varying amounts of heat from the Sun. This energy is expressed as wind through convection, the transmission of heat through movement in the liquid. Hotter air tends to rise
while cooler air sinks, setting ever-rotating air exchanges between surrounding regions of the air at different temperatures. Wind circulates around in famous streams, which are similar to the famous rivers of air: jet streams, trading winds, polar jets. Winds are classified based on their specific sources of origin as
geostrophic winds, thermal winds or gradient winds. The air has a mass, so you can calculate the kinetic energy of moving air just like any other object. Equations for kinetic energy - KE = (1/2)mv2 where v = speed. (Wind speeds are rarely constant for a long time, so wind speeds tend to average for short periods of time
in order to generate meaningful data.) The weight of the specified air volume is many times its volume, or ιV. But with wind energy, or energy per unit of time, the variable interest is the flux of wind mass, or how much air flows along the intersection of section A of the turbine (often circles). The equation for wind power
turns out to be the sense that power increases with a wind speed cube. This means that wind 30 MPH provides 103 = one thousand times more power than wind 10 MPH! As for an anemometer units, wind speeds tend to be miles per hour (we/h, or in everyday parallel, MPH) or kilometres per hour, although SI units will
be meters per second (m/s). If you are interested in a quick conversion from MPH to m/s, divide by about two and a quarter: (1 mile/hour) = (mi/1609 m)(3600 s/h) = 0.447 m/s. You already know what the anemometer is. But on a granular level, what devices do people measure wind speeds? Cups and screws: This is the
most widely used type of anemometer, and easy to make. Problems can occur at low wind speed and freezing rain. Pitot tube: They are used on aircraft and in wind tunnels in laboratories. Drag the cylinder or sphere: they are not common, but bear mentions. Scatter anemometer: These are particularly durable versions.
High-speed anemometer: They are expensive, and not for domestic use, but fast and reliable. Sometimes wind direction is a major concern, with speeds less important. With this in mind, airports have wind socks that tell you a lot about the weather, which is about to happen. For example, wind from the northwest
(northwest wind) usually means cooler, drier weather, while wind SE often brings warmer, weary air. The style of the cup and screw of the anemometer is, as noted, the most common type; fortunately, his work is easy to explain. When the wind twists the arm of the screw around, the cups catch the wind with their backs
through the circle of the known radius (2 times π times the length of the screw arm, or circumference) at a known time, as the backs of the central rod are counted. The total distance (girth of the revolutions), divided by time, is wind speed. Other types of anemometers determine wind speed in more involved ways. The
hot wire anemometer uses the fact that when air flows over an object heated to temperatures warmer than air, the object will cool as heat is removed through In an anemometer with hot wire, a metal wire that has been electrically heated is exposed to while the power increases or decreases to keep the temperature on
the wire tip constant. Thus, the higher the wind speed, the more energy that is needed to maintain thermal equilibrium. The air pressure measurement - which itself is measured by a tool called a barometer - can also be used to calculate wind speed. An anemometer tube, for example, measures air pressure inside a
glass tube that is only open at one end. Wind speed can be calculated from the pressure difference between the inside of the tube and the appearance. If you want to try your hand at creating your own anemometer from normal elements, an example of how to do this is given in resources. During running events in open
international track competitions where runners move in the same clean direction, wind can help (or hinder) competitors and produce great times. For this reason, the anemometer is placed on the roadside during these events. The maximum permissible speed of pure wind in the direction of runners to set new records is
2.0 m/s, so if the wind sensor reads above this value at any time during the race, the mark is unsuitable for record purposes. From the previous area, you know that wind speeds of miles per hour (MPH) are slightly larger than twice its value in m/s. Thus, wind 5 MPH, which will be considered modest enough by daily
standard, is sufficient to provide enough momentum to make a mark beyond the realm of true human achievement. When finishing just 0.01 seconds faster than anyone has ever run before in a race duration of less than 10 seconds, each factor is crucial. And now imagine a track without modern timing equipment, not to
mention anemometers! About author Kevin Beck holds a bachelor's degree in physics with minors in mathematics and chemistry from the University of Vermont. Previously with ScienceBlogs.com and editor of Run Strong, he wrote for Runner's World, Men's Fitness, Competitor and various other publications. More
information about Kevin and links to his professional work can be found in www.kemibe.com. www.kemibe.com.
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